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We report on the evaluation of the performance of self-guiding over extended distances with f/20
and f/40 focussing geometries. Guiding over 39 mm or more than 100 Rayleigh ranges was observed
with the f/20 optic at ne = 1.5 × 1018 cm−3. Analysis of guiding performance found that the extent
of the exiting laser spatial mode closely followed the matched spot size predicted by 3D non-linear
theory. Self-guiding with an f/40 optic was also characterised, with guided modes observed for
a plasma length of 90 mm and a plasma density of ne = 9.5 × 1017 cm−3. This corresponds to
self-guided propagation over 53 Rayleigh ranges and is similar to distances obtained with discharge
plasma channel guiding.

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser plasma acceleration, which started as a theoret-
ical concept nearly four decades ago [1], has developed
into a multifaceted research field with potential to be-
come a source of high energy electron beams in the fu-
ture [2]. These compact accelerators make use of accel-
erating gradients of the order of 100 GV m−1 and have
been shown to generate relativistic monoenergetic elec-
tron beams in millimetre distances [3–5]. The short-pulse
nature of the generated electron beam along with its in-
herent synchronisation to a laser pulse has allowed devel-
opment of bright compact, femtosecond photon sources
[6–9] as well as demonstration of relativistic, neutral lep-
tonic plasmas [10].

Laser wakefield accelerators employ as an accelerating
structure a relativistically moving, ion rich plasma cavity
travelling in the wake of an intense laser pulse. This wake
is set up after electrons expelled from regions of high in-
tensity by the laser’s ponderomotive force return to their
initial positions, forming an electron plasma wave. For
high intensity lasers, where the normalised vector poten-
tial a0 = eE0/(meω0c) approaches unity and beyond,
this wake can become highly non-linear with peak ac-
celerating fields of

√
a0mecωp/e inside the cavity [11],

where ωp is plasma electron frequency and ω0 is the an-
gular frequency of the laser. The production of high elec-
tron beam energies requires acceleration distances longer
than the Rayleigh range of the laser. The Rayleigh range
zR = πw2

0/λ0, where w0 is the 1/e radius of the electric
field of the focus and λ0 = 2πc/ω0 is the laser wave-
length, is a characteristic distance over which the laser
spot size increases by a factor of

√
2 leading to halving
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the intensity of the laser. Hence, in order to achieve long
acceleration distances the laser diffraction must be coun-
tered by some form of guiding.

Indeed, to obtain higher output energies, wakefield ac-
celerators need to be operated at lower plasma densities,
such that they have higher phase velocity, and laser de-
pletion is slower. A higher phase velocity results in an in-
crease in the acceleration length before electrons dephase
(i.e. outrun the accelerator). For both dephasing and de-
pletion the accelerator length increases as L ∝ ne

−3/2

[11], and so the need for guiding becomes even more acute
at lower densities.

High intensity laser interactions over distances longer
than zR can be achieved by employing external guid-
ing structures or by making use of the non-linear self-
focussing effect in plasmas. External guiding structures
involve imposing a transverse refractive index profile
which acts as to provide a focussing force to the laser
spot, typically capillary guiding [12] or a plasma chan-
nel formed by high-voltage discharges [13–15]. Guiding
over distances approaching 10 cm has been demonstrated
[16, 17]. However, while external guiding structures of-
ten offer better pulse guiding, self-guided wakefield ac-
celeration is attractive due to its simplicity and ease of
diagnosis [18–20].

Self-guiding can be achieved if self-focussing [21, 22],
resulting from the plasma response to the laser pulse it-
self, balances diffraction of the laser. An envelope equa-
tion for the self-guided beam radial size is given by [23]:

d2R

dz2
+
〈K2r̃2〉
R

− ε2

R3
= 0, (1)

where R2 = 〈r̃2〉 is the RMS spot size and z is propaga-
tion distance. The second term represents self-focussing
with K2 ∝ ne being an effective focussing strength.
The third term arises from diffraction with ε = λ0/π.
Self-guiding takes place if the diffraction term is bal-
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anced by the self-focussing, and occurs when the laser
power exceeds the critical power for self-focussing Pc =
17.4(ω0/ωp)2 GW.

For a given laser strength a0, the spot size when guided
scales as R0 ∝ λp ≡ 2πc/ωp ∝ ne

−1/2. Attempting to
focus to smaller dimensions, though increasing the self-
focussing effect, leads to beam break-up (filamentation)
[24]. Hence to self-guide effectively at lower densities, not
only are higher powers required, but it is also necessary
to have larger spot sizes to better match the matched
spot size.

While self-guiding over distances much longer than
the Rayleigh range has been demonstrated [25–27], it
is important to explore guiding performance over longer
lengths at lower plasma densities. For example, to re-
alise a multi-GeV self-guided laser wakefield accelerator
driven by a λ = 800 nm laser, plasma densities below
ne . 2× 1018 cm−3 need to be employed. Characteris-
ing self-guiding performance at such low plasma densities
is essential for the design of future accelerators operating
in this regime.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments were conducted on the Gemini laser
system at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. A lin-
early polarised laser pulse with temporal FWHM inten-
sity duration of 45 fs, centred at 800 nm, was focussed
into a steady state gas cell. The design of the plasma
cell length allowed its length to be changed in the ranges
of Lcell = 3 . . . 42 mm and Lcell = 50 . . . 90 mm. Two
different focussing setups were used to investigate the
self-guiding performance. The f/20 focussing consisted
of an off-axis parabola with 3 m focal length; the f/40
focussing geometry comprised of a 6 m spherical mirror.
A deformable mirror was inserted into the beam line be-
fore the focussing optic and was used to compensate for
wavefront errors. In both cases, the laser focal plane was
set to be at the start of gas cell.

The general schematic layout of the conducted exper-
iments is shown in Figure 1 and is identical for both fo-
cussing optics. Spherical mirror S1 with a focal length of
f = 2.5 m for the f/20 and f = 3.175 m for the f/40
case is used to collimate the laser beam after exiting the

Focussing optic

Gas cell

HW

W1

S1

S2

Window

W2

BS

CCD

Imaging spectrometer

FIG. 1. Schematic depicting the experimental setup.

plasma and reflecting off a wedge with a central hole
HW and wedge W1. The collimated beam is transported
through a high quality window to outside the vacuum
chamber. The beam is refocussed with spherical mirror
S2, which in conjunction with S1 forms an imaging tele-
scope. A beamsampler BS is used to reflect part of the
beam onto a 16-bit charge coupled device (CCD) with a
10× microscope objective to measure the spatial mode of
the laser. The portion transmitted through BS was used
to record the spatially resolved spectrum of the exiting
laser pulse with an imaging spectrometer.

A. f/20 results

We first discuss experimental results obtained with the
f/20 focussing geometry. The elliptical laser spot waist
size at 1/e2 intensity radius, corresponding to 1/e ra-
dius of the field, was (17.8± 0.6) µm and (15.8± 0.5) µm
for the major and minor axes, respectively; the mea-
sured focal spot is shown in Figure 2a. The laser en-
ergy after compression was EL = (13.5± 0.8) J and
the 1/e2 contour of the central spot contained α =
(55± 2) % of the total energy. The peak intensity
was Ipeak = (2.8± 0.1)× 1019 W cm−2, resulting in a
normalised peak vector potential in vacuum of a0 =
3.6± 0.3.

Measured spatial modes for different plasma densities
and gas cell lengths are shown in Figure 2 with the ex-
perimental conditions for these shots presented in Table
I. The size of the laser nearfield for vacuum propagation
over the same distance is plotted as the white dashed
lines; for images where this contour is not shown, the
laser would have diffracted to be larger than the area of
the CCD. Note for Panels (e) and (f) the round clip lim-
iting the unguided halo is the output aperture of the gas
cell.

The Rayleigh range calculated from assuming a gaus-
sian spot size of w0 =

√
wxwy = 16.8 µm yields a value

of zR = 1.1 mm. However, the laser spot actually devi-
ates from a pure gaussian mode and thus the Rayleigh
range adjusted by M2 of the beam should be calcu-
lated [28]. M2 is a beam characterisation parameter
which relates a hypothetical embedded gaussian beam
to a realistic laser beam, thus allowing the full power
of gaussian optics to be applied to the realistic beam
[29]. The M2 parameter can be defined for a gaussian
beam with the same divergence as the real beam but
with a beam parameter product w0 · θ that is M2 ≥ 1
times larger than that of the embedded gaussian. Here
θ is the divergence of the beam and can be expressed
as θ = 1/Fn, where Fn is the F-number. This gives
M2 ' πw0/(λFn) and the Rayleigh range of the real
beam is then given by zR,R = πw2

0/(λ0M
2). For an f/20

optic, a value of M2 = 3.3 is found, giving a Rayleigh
range of zR,R = 0.34 mm. The image in Panel (f) in Fig-
ure 2 was taken with a plasma length of Lcell = 39 mm.
Thus, given the adjusted Rayleigh range, the shot shown
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FIG. 2. Measured laser focus before entering the plasma (a)
and the plane of exit from the plasma (b-f) for different gas
cell lengths and plasma densities obtained with f/20 focussing.
The white dashed line depicts the size of the laser nearfield
for vacuum propagation over the same distance.

in Panel (f) in Figure 2 shows guiding for 115zR,R. As-
suming a gaussian input mode of the same size, the total
guiding distance would be 35zR.

The measured sizes of the exiting guided modes are
plotted against the plasma density these shots were taken
at in Figure 3. Three different scalings are also plot-
ted: 3D non-linear theory by Lu et al predicts wm =
2
√

2(P/Pc)
1/6c/ωp [30], the envelope model by Sprangle

et al predicts a spot size of wm = 2 6
√

2(P/Pc)
1/6c/ωp

[23] and the empirical scaling by Thomas et al [24] gives
wFWHM ' λp, where wFWHM is the full-width-at-half-
maximum size of the spot and λp = 2πc/ωp is the wave-

Panel Lcell ne P/Pc wfil

mm 1018 cm−3 µm
(b) 10 3.0 26 15.6
(c) 15 1.8 15 17.4
(d) 20 2.4 20 13.2
(e) 28 2.1 18 15.4
(f) 39 1.5 13 23.8

TABLE I. Experimental parameters for exit mode images pre-
sented in Figure 2. The filament size quoted is the 1/e2 in-
tensity radius.
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FIG. 3. Measured sizes of the self-guided laser modes as a
function of plasma density, plotted for multiple shots taken at
the same experimental conditions as the single shots depicted
in Figure 2. Spot size corresponds to the 1/e2 intensity radius
of the spot and the data points were taken at different gas cell
lengths, as shown in Table I.

length of a relativistic plasma wave. The laser power
P = αPL ' 140 TW is used in the former two of these
scalings, with α being the fraction of laser energy con-
tained within the 1/e2 intensity radius of the spot. Ad-
ditionally, bands depicting a very conservative, 25% er-
ror in initial laser power are also shown. Of the pre-
sented models, the datapoints are observed to roughly
agree with the scaling from the 3D non-linear theory by
Lu et al.

B. f/40 results

With the f/40 focussing geometry, the laser focal spot
size at 1/e2 intensity radius was rminor = (37± 2) µm
and rmajor = (48± 6) µm. The focal spot obtained is
shown in Figure 4a. The laser energy on target was
EL = (8.6± 0.4) J and the 1/e2 contour of the cen-
tral spot was measured to contain (61± 6) % of the
laser energy. The peak intensity was calculated to be
I = (5.7± 0.8)× 1018 W cm−2, yielding a0 = 1.6± 0.1.

Figure 4 depicts single shot images of the exit plane
of the plasma for different gas cell lengths. Details of
the experimental conditions for each of the shots are
presented in Table II. The longest gas cell length used
was Lcell = 90 mm, with the exiting spatial mode shown
in Panel (b) in Figure 4. Again assuming a gaussian
spot of w0 =

√
wxwy = 42 µm yields a Rayleigh range

of zR = 6.9 mm and thus guiding over 13zR is ob-
served. For the f/40 optic the value M2 = 4.1 is cal-
culated, yielding zR,R = 1.7 mm and thus giving guid-
ing over 53zR,R. The plasma density for this shot was
ne ' 9.5× 1017 cm−3, giving an estimated depletion dis-
tance Ldpl = cτFWHM(ω0/ωp)2 ∼ 25 mm [30, 31]. The
guided filament is clearly distinguishable after propaga-
tion distance more than three times as long as the deple-
tion length. Self-guiding is hence witnessed for distances
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FIG. 4. Measured laser focus from f/40 geometry before en-
tering the plasma (a) and the plane of exit from the plasma
(b-f) for different gas cell lengths and plasma densities. The
white dashed line depicts the size of the laser nearfield for
vacuum propagation over the same distance.

Panel Lcell ne P/Pc wfil

mm 1018 cm−3 µm
(b) 10 1.5 9.9 14.3
(c) 30 1.3 8.6 24.2
(d) 42 1.6 11 16.0
(e) 70 1.0 6.6 16.6
(f) 90 0.95 6.3 24.4

TABLE II. Experimental parameters for exit mode images
presented in Figure 4.

much longer than depletion length. It is noticeable that
the guided mode is much closer to the expected axis of
propagation of the centre of the beam for all of the f/40
shots.

Figure 5 depicts the beam radius at 1/e2 intensity sizes
of the laser spatial mode after exiting from a plasma with
Lcell = 60 mm as a function of plasma density. Again the
scalings by Lu et al, Sprangle et al and Thomas et al are
plotted; the laser power P = αPL ' 120 TW is used
in the former two of these. 25% error bands for initial
laser power are also shown. While a general trend of in-
verse variation of the mode size with plasma density is
witnessed, this does not follow any of the theoretical pre-
dictions closely. For all the plasma densities investigated
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FIG. 5. Variation of the measured exit mode size with plasma
density for f/40 focussing optic with a 60 mm long gas cell.
The different scalings are discussed in the main text.

here, the depletion length Ldpl = cτFWHM(ω0/ωp)2 is
shorter than the plasma length. Thus, while self-guiding
is observed at different plasma densities for a plasma
length of 60 mm, the deviation of measured mode sizes
from theoretical and empirical predictions may be caused
due to laser depletion.

III. DISCUSSION

A particle-in-cell simulation campaign in 2D would of-
fer limited quantitative information due to the differ-
ences in focussing behaviour in 2 and 3D [32]. How-
ever, as the phasefront of the laser was not measured, full
three dimensional simulations to examine the physics of
pulse propagation would be not particularly representa-
tive, and computationally expensive. However, a number
of characteristics can help explain the behaviour of the
propagation.

For data obtained with the f/20 focussing geome-
try an interesting asymmetry where the guided filament
emerges near the edge of the unguided halo is often ob-
served. In fact, the location of the filament was found
to be very stable for multiple shots taken at conditions
similar to that in Panel (f) in Figure 2. This asymme-
try can be explained by considering the often imperfect
quasi-nearfield of the laser near the focus [33]. In the full
nearfield the spatial profile of the laser exhibits a top hat
nature, where in the Fraunhofer limit in the far field a
confined focal spot is observed. However, in the region
close to focus, at a few Rayleigh lengths away, diffraction
is governed by Fresnel diffraction as the phase variation
across the beam is now bigger. Thus any imperfections
in the nearfield phase can play a large role determining
the intensity pattern, leading to hotspots and strongly
asymmetric spatial profiles. As the laser is still focussing
when entering the plasma, these nearfield imperfections
will affect the coupling of the laser into the plasma and
can thus affect the direction of propagation of the guided
filament. This observation helps explain the prominence
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of filaments exiting near the edges of the unguided halo
for the f/20 data and the lack of such observations for the
f/40 . The longer focal length leads to a larger Rayleigh
length, hence reducing the degree of filamentation near
the entrance of the plasma. This leads to much more
centred exit position with respect to the unguided halo,
as seen in Figure 4. However, a dedicated detail study of
this effect is required to fully understand the underlying
non-linear phenomena.

The mode sizes of self-guided beams obtained with the
f/20 are seen to best agree with the scaling from Lu et
al [30], wm = 23/2(P/Pc)

1/6c/ωp, with only the lowest
plasma density shot with the f/20 optic showing a large
deviation from the scaling predictions. However, for the
f/40 the spatial extent of the guided filaments was ob-
served not to follow that scaling to the same extent. A
reason for this deviation can be the different amount of
energy coupled into the guided mode in the plasma. This
variation can again be attributed to the spatial intensity
profile near the focal plane. The upramp at the begin-
ning of the gas cell can be thought of as an input coupler
into a guided filament in the plasma. If the profile is fila-
mented at the start of the plasma ramp, less energy will
be captured. Conversely, a smoother quasi-nearfield pro-
file will trap more energy into the plasma cavity, thus ef-
fectively providing a higher power (as P ≡ αPL). Hence,
with a smooth input spatial mode, different plasma den-
sities will provide a different input coupler and can thus
maximise energy capture for a particular number density.
Work is ongoing to quantify this in both simulations and
with a theoretical model.

As the pulse propagates, its energy is depleted via the
pulse front etching process [31]. The depletion length
Ldpl ' cτ(ω0/ωp)2 is most often defined as the length
over which the FWHM of the laser pulse is etched away.
This corresponds to an energy loss of 50% for a gaussian
pulse and would thus reduce the power of the laser. In
this work we have observed self-guiding over distances
longer than the depletion length. However, experimen-
tal observations of pulse compression [34, 35] show that
the reduction of total energy is compensated for by pulse
compression. Thus the laser power stays high and can

even be amplified [36]. Finally, near the end of the in-
teraction, as the pulse power is finally reduced, the self-
focussing provided by the plasma will become insufficient
to guide the pulse and slow diffraction will occur. Only
after the laser power falls below Pc will there be no fo-
cussing response from the plasma and free diffraction will
continue. Thus, for plasma lengths Lplasma > Ldpl mea-
surements of exciting mode size are likely to overestimate
the actual size of the self-guided mode. This effect could
explain the much larger measured mode sizes compared
to theoretical predictions, as in Fig 3.

IV. CONCLUSION

A study of self-guiding of short laser pulses in the
plasma density range down to < 1× 1018 cm−3 allowing
for multi-GeV energy gains was undertaken. Self-guiding
over a distance of the order of 100 Rayleigh lengths was
observed with an f/20 focussing optic, with a single
guided mode measured after propagation of 39 mm of
plasma. The spatial mode sizes of the self-guided fila-
ments follow the matched spot size predicted by the 3D
non-linear theory by Lu et al [30]. Self-guiding over even
longer distances was observed with an f/40 focussing op-
tic, with a single self-guided mode measured after propa-
gation in 90 mm of ne = 9.5× 1017 cm−3 plasma. This is
the scale required for multi-GeV acceleration [17]. Hence,
the demonstration of guiding over such long distances
and low plasma densities opens the possibility of realis-
ing self-guided multi-GeV scale laser wakefield accelera-
tor stages.
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